Anatomical shape analysis of the mandible in Caucasian and Chinese for the production of preformed mandible reconstruction plates.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate and analyze statistical shapes of the outer mandible contour of Caucasian and Chinese people, offering data for the production of preformed mandible reconstruction plates. A CT-database of 925 Caucasians (male: n=463, female: n=462) and 960 Chinese (male: n=469, female: n=491) including scans of unaffected mandibles were used and imported into the 3D modeling software Voxim (IVS-Solutions, Chemnitz, Germany). Anatomical landmarks (n=22 points for both sides) were set using the 3D view along the outer contour of the mandible at the area where reconstruction plates are commonly located. We used morphometric methods for statistical shape analysis. We found statistical relevant differences between populations including a distinct discrimination given by the landmarks at the mandible. After generating a metric model this shape information which separated the populations appeared to be of no clinical relevance. The metric size information given by ramus length however provided a profound base for the production of standard reconstruction plates. Clustering by ramus length into three sizes and calculating means of these size-clusters seem to be a good solution for constructing preformed reconstruction plates that will fit a vast majority.